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Jeanne Brown Retires

We want to take a moment to say a big THANK YOU to our Jeanne Brown!  After almost 40 years as
a part of the McRee Ford family, Jeanne is retiring.  Coming to work for McRee Ford in March of 1979,
she worked alongside all four generations of the McRee/Dale family as our payroll administrator.  She
always received the loudest applause at our Christmas party!  Jeanne has done so much for our team
over the years, and her absence will definitely be felt around here.  Jeanne, you will always be part of
the McRee Family!!                 
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McRee Ford Celebrates Employee Tenure

McRee Ford is fortunate to have a great team of employees and each month we recognize our
employees’ employment anniversary by taking them to lunch.  It is just a small way we can say
“thanks” to our employees and everything they do for McRee Ford and our customers.  

 

The employees joining us in October were:

Don Stewart, Parts-3 years

Christina Mason, Administration-1 year

Zach Pyatt, Service-2 years

Johnny Roberts, Service-2 years

Kevin Crawford, Service-14 years

Tim Allen, Service-12 years

Al Wilson, Quick Lane Tire & Auto-3 years

Teresa Perez, Bay Area Auto & Truck Rental-4 years

Reggie Lancaster, Bay Area Auto & Truck Rental-1 year

That is an average of 4.67 years!  Thank you!

Also in attendance were Molly Dale Crow and Michael Dale.  Thank you to all of the October
employees for your dedication to McRee Ford!  We look forward to another great year!
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Ford Celebrates Production Start of All-New 2019
Ranger Midsize Pickup and a New Era for a Storied
American Factory

Ford today invited more than 3,000 employees from its newly transformed Michigan Assembly
Plant to experience the best of the all-new Ranger on an on-site, off-road course 
Ford has invested $850 million in Michigan Assembly to retool the plant to build the all-new
Ford Ranger and future Ford Bronco
2019 Ford Ranger is part of an onslaught of new vehicles coming between 2018 and 2020,
when the company aims to replace 75 percent of its U.S. portfolio

WAYNE, Mich., Oct. 22, 2018 – When many of Michigan Assembly Plant’s 3,000 workers gather
today at the plant, they will be celebrating a rebirth in more ways than one.

The festivities mark a renaissance for a plant just outside of Detroit that has experienced the highs and
lows of the American auto industry for the past six decades. The occasion also signals the rebirth of
Ford Ranger, the mid-size pickup that will return to American roads early next year after an eight-year
hiatus, fully modernized for today’s truck buyer.

The special celebration to mark the kickoff of Ranger production will include leaders from Ford and
the United Auto Workers. Plant employees, media and others will have a chance to ride in the Ranger
on a custom-built, off-road course in the parking lot of the plant.

“Ford truck fans demanded a midsize pickup that’s ‘Built Ford Tough,’ and we’re delivering with our
all-new Ranger that’s specially designed and engineered for American truck customers,” said Joe
Hinrichs, Ford’s president of global operations. “At the same time, we’re revitalizing our Michigan
Assembly Plant and securing good-paying jobs for our hourly employees here in the U.S.”

Ford has invested $850 million to build exciting new vehicles at Michigan Assembly Plant, including
the all-new Ranger for North America and the highly anticipated new Ford Bronco, scheduled to begin
production in 2020.

For Michigan Assembly, a sprawling 369-acre plant in Wayne, Mich., which opened in 1957 building
station wagons, the start of Ranger production marks a new era.

 

Right-click GIF to download

 

Beginning in 1966, the plant began a 30-year run of building Bronco, one of the original sport utility
vehicles that gained popularity in post-War America. Michigan Assembly gained acclaim as being
among the most important and profitable factories in the world when it made Ford Expeditions and
Lincoln Navigators from 1996 to 2008.

Early this year, Michigan Assembly ended production of the Focus small car to make way for a
massive retooling in preparation for the Ranger launch.

The factory is set to build two high-profile vehicles again in the Ranger and all-new Bronco as







American appetite for pickups and SUVs continues to grow.

“The revitalization of the Michigan Assembly Plant and renewed production of the Ford Ranger is
another exciting chapter in our state’s comeback story,” Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder said. “This
is also an opportunity to look toward its promising future with production of the all-new Ford Bronco on
the horizon. I thank our partners at Ford for investing in Michigan and contributing to the Motor City’s
legacy as the automotive capital of the world.”

Ford is transforming its product lineup, building on truck, SUV and commercial vehicle strengths.
Ranger is one of the first in an onslaught of all-new vehicles that will see Ford aim to replace more
than 75 percent of its current North American portfolio by 2020.

“UAW-Ford members take pride in relaunching the all-new Ranger right here in Michigan,” said
UAW-Ford Vice President Rory Gamble. “Our UAW brothers and sisters take great care in the quality
and craftsmanship customers will discover when they experience the relaunch of this iconic
nameplate.”
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Ranger is designed for today’s midsize truck buyer who blends city living with off-the-grid adventure.
The midsize pickup will deliver utility, capability and technology those customers want and need.

Powered by a 2.3-liter EcoBoost® engine and class-exclusive 10-speed automatic transmission,
Ranger will deliver driver-assist technologies and connectivity features as well as best-in-class
payload, gas towing and gas torque.

“We have been waiting for this day for a long time,” said Michigan Assembly Plant Manager Erik
Williams. “The Ranger is back home in the U.S., and our employees at Michigan Assembly Plant are
thrilled to be able to build it for our customers.”

Ranger offers such innovative technologies as standard Pre-Collision Assist with Automatic
Emergency Braking, available Blind Spot Information System with class-exclusive trailer coverage,
and available SYNC® 3 with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ compatibility.

An available FX4 Off-Road Package includes Terrain Management SystemTM, which provides
multiple selectable drive modes and all-new Trail ControlTM to help get through the toughest
challenges.

 

About Ford Motor Company

Ford Motor Company is a global company based in Dearborn, Michigan. The company designs,
manufactures, markets and services a full line of Ford cars, trucks, SUVs, electrified vehicles and
Lincoln luxury vehicles, provides financial services through Ford Motor Credit Company and is
pursuing leadership positions in electrification, autonomous vehicles and mobility solutions. Ford
employs approximately 201,000 people worldwide. For more information regarding Ford, its
products and Ford Motor Credit Company, please visit www.corporate.ford.com.
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Salesperson of the Month 

Congratulations to our September Salesperson of the month!  We are happy to announce that
Scott Hebert (New Vehicle), Justenn Harmon (Pre-Owned Vehicle) and Matt Carl (Overall Sales) 
led the way in September.  Thank you for all of the hard work, keep it up! 
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Car Care: Must-Do Fall Maintenance 
Tips to get your car in shape for fall

As the days get longer, the temperature gets lower and the leaves begin to change, you’ll find
yourself relying on your vehicle more to get the kids to and from school and sporting events. With
grueling summer heat in the rear-view mirror and frigid winter weather on the horizon, autumn is the
perfect time to address a few of your vehicle’s key maintenance needs and make sure it’s running
when you need it the most.

Lighten up

The change in season means that
you’re likely now heading out in the
dark every weekday morning and
venturing home as the sun is
setting in the evenings. The
National Automotive Parts
Association’s Benjamin Jerew
notes that this means you will want
to conduct a thorough check of all
the lights on your vehicle to make
sure that they are all working and
adequately bright. This check
should include your turn signals,
brake lights, marker lights,
taillights, fog lights, headlights and
hazard lights. If your vehicle isn’t
equipped with fog lights, Jerew
recommends investigating
aftermarket options, particularly if
you live in an area where visibility
is often low.

Check tires and wipers

While the spring is the season most associated with rainfall, autumn also brings its fair share of
downpours. This means that you’ll want to ensure that your windshield wipers are operating at peak
condition. If you notice streaking or missed spots when using your wipers, or if you notice signs of
wear or cracking on your wiper blades, Jerew suggests that you take the opportunity to swap in a new
pair. In general, you’ll want to replace your windshield wiper blades every six months or so.

The fall is also an ideal time to inspect your tires for signs of wear or damage caused by potholes or
other road hazards during the spring and summer. If you notice that your tires are wearing unevenly,
you’ll want to have them rotated or replaced as soon as possible. The cooler temperatures of autumn
also mean lower air pressure in your tires, so be diligent about checking your tires’ inflation every few
weeks or so. Jerew notes that even a few pounds per square inch over or under the levels
recommended in your owners’ manual can have an impact on your fuel economy and the overall
lifespan of your tires.

Pop the hood

The Car Care Council recommends autumn as an ideal time to make sure that your vehicle’s battery is
in proper working order before the cold days of winter set in. Check your battery and its cables for any
signs of wear or corrosion and test it to ensure that it’s delivering an adequate level of cold cranking



amps. If it’s been five years or more since your last replacement and you’ve noticed that your vehicle
is having more difficulty starting up, you may very well just want to have it replaced sooner rather than
later.

Even though cranking the air conditioning may seem like one of the last things you’d want to do in the
fall or winter, Jerew notes that doing so helps defog your front windows and windshield. Take the
opportunity to test your vehicle’s HVAC system to ensure that your air conditioning is in working order
and that your heating and defrosting systems will be sufficient for the winter days ahead.

Don’t let car troubles derail your planned fall foliage trip or set you up for unwanted trouble during a
harsh winter. Maintain your vehicle while the weather is mild and ensure that it is ready to face this
and many more seasons ahead.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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McRee Ford Casual for a Cause Raises Over
$16,000!

Thanks to all of our team members, and customers, who have participated in our Casual for a Cause 
program this month!  Your donations, along with a contribution from McRee, raised $16,080 for the
Ford Dealership Employees Relief Fund. This Fund will go to support Ford dealership employees
across the Carolinas who were affected by the recent storms.  This cause is near and dear to our
hearts, as many of our team members were so blessed by so many of our Dealer friends after
Hurricane Harvey.  Thank you for making a difference!                
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Bay Area Auto & Truck Rental Ready to Take you
Places! 

Going somewhere over the holidays?  Need a ride for the weekend?  Bay Area Auto & Truck Rental
has you covered!  We are a full service rental company, offering a full line of Ford Motor Company
vehicles at great rates.  Insurance replacement, corporate rental, or retail rental, call us today at
281-337-8395, or visit our website www.baautorental.com to reserve your vehicle today!               
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McRee Ford Hosts the Texas FFA Foundation Board

We were honored to host members of the Texas FFA Foundation Board for their quarterly board
meeting here at McRee Ford.  Ford Motor Company has a long standing relationship with the FFA,
and McRee has always been very supportive of the Texas FFA, and our local FFA chapters.  Our
President, Mitchell Dale, serves as Vice Chairman on the Board of Directors and is passionate about
youth of Texas and the work the FFA Foundation is doing.  To learn more about the Texas FFA, visit
www.mytexasffa.org . 
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Kid-Friendly Halloween-Themed Movies
The following films deliver chills to children without scaring them
too much

Halloween is the perfect time of year for thrills and chills. However, if you have little ones who want to
join in the festivities, you’ll want to make sure things don’t get too frightening. For spooky films the
entire family can enjoy, consider
these kid-friendly options this
Halloween. 

“Hotel Transylvania” (PG)

Movie monsters like Dracula and
Frankenstein’s Monster have
cemented themselves in popular
culture due to how eerie and iconic
their classic films were. For a more
humorous twist on these monsters,
be sure to check out “Hotel
Transylvania.” The animated movie
stars comedian Adam Sandler as
Count Dracula, and instead of
terrorizing villagers, Dracula now
runs his own five-star hotel.
However, the humans and
monsters don’t get along too well,
so when Dracula’s daughter falls
for a human, hilarious antics follow.

“Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island” (G)

When it comes to crime solving, you won’t find a better canine for the job than Scooby-Doo. Scooby
has appeared in a number of movies throughout the years, but “Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island” is
perfect for the Halloween season. The film begins with the Mystery, Inc. gang splitting up and going
their separate ways, but when mysterious occurrences near New Orleans bring the gang back
together, Scooby and his pals soon realize this mystery is not like others they have solved in the past.

“The Nightmare Before Christmas” (PG)

To some, “The Nightmare Before Christmas” is a Halloween movie; to others, it’s a Christmas film.
Producer Tim Burton took the most memorable aspects of both holidays and brought them together for
this animated feature. The movie stars Jack Skellington, the “Pumpkin King” and scariest resident of
Halloween Town, as he searches for something different in life. When Jack discovers the holiday of
Christmas, he decides to give Santa Claus a break and take over the winter festivities for a year. After
his plans go awry, it’s up to Jack and his friends to fix the mess.

“Goosebumps” (PG)

A whole generation of kids grew up reading the “Goosebumps” series from R.L. Stine. In 2015, his
books were adapted to cinema. Jack Black stars as a fictional version of Stine, but unlike in the real
world, the monsters in Stine’s book have escaped their pages to terrorize a local town. It’s up to a
couple of teenagers to send the creatures back where they belong. What makes this a fun choice this
season is that a sequel, starring Ken Jeong and Chris Parnell, is set to premiere this year.



“Hocus Pocus” (PG)

When “Hocus Pocus” was first released in 1993, it wasn’t exactly a box office hit. However, over the
years it has developed a cult following and is now considered a Halloween staple. The film is about
doubtful teenager Max Dennison as he learns about three witches who previously lived in his new
home of Salem, Massachusetts. Three hundred years ago, the Sanderson sisters vowed to return
after being caught and punished for witchcraft. Max accidently resurrects the Sanderson sisters from
the grave during Halloween and with the sisters now threatening the children of Salem, it’s up to Max,
his sister Dani and his new friend Allison to stop the Sanderson sisters once and for all.

Watching these Halloween movies with your kids will certainly be a Halloween treat, absent of any
frightening tricks.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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McRee Technology Corner

Are you in SYNC?  If not, come to McRee Ford’s popular SYNC Saturday morning class.  The class
will take place on the third Saturday of each month starting at 9:30 on the showroom floor.  The next
class will be Saturday, November 17th, followed by a class on Saturday, December 15th.  Come have
breakfast on us!  This class is open to all Ford owners who need help learning to operate their SYNC
system. Please RSVP by calling 281-337-1529 or emailing sync@mcreeford.com. 
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How to Maintain Exercise Habits When the Weather
Changes
Keep your exercise routine rolling into winter with these tips

As autumn creeps in, you may find your summer exercise routine in jeopardy thanks to colder, rainier
weather. Exercise habits need not fall by the wayside when the weather changes — there are a
number of strategies that can help
you maintain healthy exercise
habits despite seasonal changes. 

Work out at home

One strategy recommended by
University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center Pinnacle is to move your
exercise indoors when the weather
becomes less agreeable. This
might necessitate changing the
kind of exercise you do, but it might
also provide an opportunity to
freshen up your routine. If you were
jogging outdoors for cardio in the
summer, consider changing tactics
and trying something new like
spinning or yoga.  

Make a weekly plan

UPMC Pinnacle recommends creating a weekly exercise plan to help you stick to a schedule and stay
on task when it comes to your workouts. Pick a day every week on which you will sit down and write
out your exercise schedule for the following seven days, including exact routines and activities and
how long you will exercise. By writing everything out, you’ll be better focused and more motivated to
get your workouts done.  

Meet a friend

Bringing or meeting a friend for a workout is a great way to stay motivated and keep up your good
habits, and WebMD  points out that meeting a friend is just as effective for staying motivated during
the changing seasons. If someone expects you to be at the gym at a certain time or is holding you
accountable for your goals and ambitions, it becomes far more difficult to bail out at the last minute.  

Be flexible with your exercise

One recommendation from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ National Institute of
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases is to abandon the mindset that exercising means lifting
weights or running on a treadmill in a gym. You can be active in other ways, including dancing,
walking and participating in an indoor sport like volleyball or martial arts. Make a list of activities that
appeal to you and pursue those that you enjoy.

Outsmart roadblocks

NIDDK recommends that you be proactive in overcoming issues that might interrupt your continuing
exercise routine. Plan to walk indoors on days when the weather is bad instead of forgoing exercise
altogether. If you know ahead of time that you won’t be able to exercise as planned, come up with



workaround solutions like waking up earlier to work out or using your lunch break to get in some
exercise.

Snack with care

During the winter, UPMC Pinnacle points out that our cravings for carbohydrates and comfort food
become stronger. Indulging these cravings and eating high-calorie foods can be counterintuitive to
keeping in shape. Instead, UPMC Pinnacle first recommends starting your day with a high-protein
breakfast. This helps keep your energy level high throughout the day. If cravings do hit later in the
day, UPMC Pinnacle recommends having low-fat, healthy snacks on hand to curb them effectively
without hurting your progress.

Nobody is perfect, and life is seldom so agreeable as to accommodate your schedule perfectly. If you
fall out of your routine or eat poorly, you don’t have to give up your ambitions for leading a healthier
life. Stay diligent about getting back on the horse when you fall off and you’ll find yourself back in the
saddle in no time.  

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Thanksgiving Hours

We are so thankful for the many blessings we have and look forward to sharing time with you over the
holidays.  To allow our team members time to spend with their families, McRee Ford, Bay Area Auto &
Truck Rental, and Quick Lane Tire & Auto Center will all be closed on Thursday,
November 22nd.   We will resume normal business hours on Friday, November 23rd.  Happy
Thanksgiving! 
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Ford C-MAX
More than ready for adventure

Hybrids are a great option if you need to own a vehicle but want to do your part to help the
environment. The Ford C-MAX Hybrid goes the extra mile not just in terms of eco-friendly driving
range, but also in giving you the space you need to keep up with life as it comes.

Ready to move

You won’t have to worry about
running out of juice or not having
enough power with the 2018 Ford
C-MAX Hybrid. It delivers
best-in-class combined 188
combined horsepower and has a
top speed of 85 mph in all-electric
mode.* The 2.0-liter Atkinson-cycle
inline four-cylinder gas engine has
the capability to run simultaneously
with the electric motor battery
thanks to the Ford C-MAX’s
power-split hybrid architecture.
This produces an EPA-estimated
fuel economy of up to 42 mpg in
the city and 38 mpg on the
highway.** When it’s time to slow
down, regenerative braking saves
more than 90 percent of the
vehicle’s energy and sends it to the
battery to make sure that nothing goes to waste.

Room to work with

The 2018 Ford C-MAX Hybrid handles up to five passengers comfortably with best-in-class passenger
volume.* The 60/40 split-fold second-row seat allows you to use some of that expansive room to
move large or oddly-shaped cargo with ease. For your smaller and more valuable items, the Ford
C-MAX’s class-exclusive second-row in-floor storage is a discrete way to conceal what’s in your car
when you park. As the icing on top of the cake, the C-MAX borrows its available Hands-Free
Foot-Activated Liftgate technology from its crossover siblings to make loading in an armful of
purchases that much easier.

With plenty of room for passengers and the ability to keep up with more traditional vehicles with ease,
the Ford C-MAX Hybrid is more than ready to impress you with its green credentials. Take it for a test
drive to learn more about the unique driving experience it can provide.  

*Class is Small Hybrid Vehicles based on Ford segmentation.

**EPA-estimated city/hwy mpg for the model indicated. See fueleconomy.gov for fuel economy of
other engine/transmission combinations. Actual mileage will vary. On plug-in hybrid models and
electric models, fuel economy is stated in MPGe. MPGe is the EPA equivalent measure of gasoline
fuel efficiency for electric mode operation.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Ford Explorer
The best-selling SUV ticks all the boxes

The Ford Explorer has long been the best-selling SUV in the United States, and it shows no signs of
being willing to step aside and let another vehicle claim that distinction. For 2018, the Explorer comes
with a slew of updates intended to take its appeal to new heights.

Design

Keen to improve rather than rework
a winning formula, the 2018 Ford
Explorer attempts to strike a design
balance between the blockier SUV
look of old and the softer, more
detailed look of modern times.
Low-beam LED headlights are
standard, and the impressively
sculpted bumper makes the
Explorer look more expensive than
it really is. The flared wheel wells
and strong character lines give it a
hefty, muscular look. You get
standard 20-inch wheels and
black-out trim on the Sport trim and
a generous dose of chrome on the
Limited and Platinum. Despite its
best-selling status, the distinctive
Explorer looks anything but
mainstream.

Performance

Three engines options come on the 2018 Ford Explorer. The base unit is a 3.5-liter V6 producing 290
horsepower and 255 lb-ft of torque. It does the job of hauling around seven people, but is outshined by
the turbocharged 2.3-liter EcoBoost® four-cylinder, which produces nearly as much power while
delivering significantly more torque and fuel economy. And at the top of the line, the
twin-turbocharged 3.5-liter EcoBoost® V6 makes 365 horsepower and 350 lb-ft of torque — with an
EPA-rated highway fuel economy still on par with that of the base engine in four-wheel drive
configuration. For engineers, it’s a clear-cut indication of the benefits of turbocharging. For drivers and
owners, it’s just a win, period.

Features

There’s little more to want in the 2018 Ford Explorer than it already offers. Standard features include
paddle shifters mounted on the steering wheel, LED headlights and taillights, a rearview camera with
a built-in lens washer and the Ford SYNC® infotainment system hooked up to a six-speaker audio
system. There are a number of available and valuable upgrades so that, if you have the budget, it’s no
trouble to convert the Explorer from a convenient and comfortable family-hauler to an opulent luxury
barge.

It only takes a brief drive at the wheel of the 2018 Ford Explorer to understand why it has earned the
admiration of so many people. Among its eye-catching design, comfortable interior, good performance
and generous features, it ticks all the boxes without feeling like one area was compromised in favor of
another.



This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Ford Premieres Ford Performance 50th Anniversary
Mustang Cobra Jet
Ford celebrates dragstrip dominance with revival of Mustang Cobra
Jet

The original Mustang Cobra Jet first took to drag strips 50 years ago at the 1968 National Hot Rod
Association Winternationals in Pomona, California, kicking off a half-century of dominance by besting
the field in the Super Stock eliminator. Consistent with Ford’s legacy for only making the Mustang
better generation after generation, the new 2018 Mustang Cobra Jet stands as the quickest factory
Mustang drag racer ever built.

The Ford Performance 50th
Anniversary Mustang Cobra Jet
turnkey race car boasts a special
5.2-liter V8 paired with a 3.0-liter
Whipple supercharger, which
combine to deliver a top speed of
150 mph and a mid-eight-second
quarter-mile. Debuting at the 2018
Woodward Dream Cruise, the new
Mustang Cobra Jet is being offered
in a run of just 68 vehicles at a
starting MSRP of $130,000.

“From the very first Mustang Cobra
Jets dominating the 1968 NHRA
Winternationals to our modern-day
racers, the Ford Performance Parts
team continues to build on Cobra
Jet’s success at the track over five
decades,” said Eric Cin, global director, Ford Performance Parts. “This has inspired generations of
Mustang fans to create their own performance machines for the street.”

The 2018 Mustang Cobra Jet will be available in Race Red or Oxford White and can be equipped with
a 50th Anniversary graphics package that includes custom badging. Standard features for the Cobra
Jet include low-drag disc brakes from Strange Engineering, an NHRA-certified safety roll cage and
Federation Internationale de l'Automobile-certified seats.

After it broke cover, the Mustang Cobra Jet made an appearance at the 50th Anniversary Ford
Performance Cobra Jet Reunion at Summit Motorsports Park in Norwalk, Ohio. The largest gathering
of Mustang Cobra Jets in history also featured a surprise appearance from the new 2019 Ford GT
Heritage Edition, which pays homage to the No. 9 Ford GT40 MKI that won the 1968 Le Mans 24
Hours.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Ford Introduces EksoVest to Help Reduce
Workplace Incidents 
New exoskeletal technology makes factory laborers’ jobs easier
and safer

Ford recently released EksoVest, a new upper body exoskeletal technology that Ford factory
employees can wear. The goal of EksoVest is to significantly reduce worker fatigue and injury, seeing
as repetitive motions and heavy lifting are major parts of the vehicle assembly process for factory staff.
 

“We care about our employees and
are trying to help them do their jobs
with the least amount of wear and
tear on their bodies possible,” said
Bruce Hettle, Ford group vice
president of Manufacturing and
Labor Affairs.

The automaker joined forces with
Ekso Bionics to create the
innovative vest. The device
supports a worker’s arms while
they complete overhead tasks. The
garment delivers lift assistance
from five to 15 pounds per arm.
Due to the lightweight, low-profile
design of the vest, it enables
freedom of movement while making
workers’ jobs less strenuous.

Ekso Bionics president and chief executive officer Jack Peurach expressed pride in the product as an
embodiment of the company’s objective. As he explained, Ekso Bionics exists “to augment human
capability with wearable technology and robotics that help people rethink current physical limitations
and achieve the remarkable.” 

The Michigan Assembly Plant in Wayne, Michigan and the Flat Rock Assembly Plant in Flat Rock,
Michigan were the first locations to pilot the product during the past year. Plant operators and workers
gave their feedback to help Ford tweak the technology before unrolling it internationally.

Ford factory employees in 15 plants around the globe currently wear the EksoVest. While the
company’s incidents that resulted in lost time have dropped 75 percent since 2005, this new wearable
technology promises to further reduce those rates.

Hopefully more automakers will follow in Ford’s footsteps and start implementing exoskeletal
garments for their own factory workers. No matter how automated the vehicle production process
becomes in the future, it’s likely that human laborers will still play a crucial role in it.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Subscribe to our Newsletter

Fill in the fields below to receive an email each time we post a new issue of our newsletter:
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